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In the beginnings of his learning of English the pupil
will be occupied in three main pursuits :
(a) The accumulation of a working vocabulary.
(3) The practice of that vocabulary.
(c) The acquisition of a correct pronunciation.
To take these in turn :—
The Working  Vocabulary
It is unnecessary to reiterate the leading principles
which govern the selection of the words and word-
combinations which should form the pupil's early langu-
age circle. He is concerned from the outset with
the accumulation of a working company of words
and expressions, constantly adding fresh acquaintances
as he makes close friends with those he already knows.
1. The choice of his earliest acquaintances is based
primarily on utility. His earliest friends are words and
expressions which, as a pupil in a class-room, can serve
him most readily for speaking practice at the start.
This will be the -vocabulary of class-room objects and actions,
and of the expressions and sentences used in conducting the
lessons themselves.
Room, floor, wall, desk, boy, child, man, teacher,
inkpot, blackboard, chair, seat, wood, pen, pencil, hand,
eye, head, foot, door, window, sit, stand, look, walk, go,
come, write, rub out, open, shut, speak, answer—here
is a number of isolated words that may occur to any
teacher as coming within the scope of our rule.
But before he sets to work the teacher should impress
on his mind a few cautions.
Sentence Practice
(a) Practice should be in sentences, and useful sentences,
from the outset. As emphasized before, the pupil must
feel that he is making progress, and that what he is
learning is of real use to him in life. He should, there-
fore, from the beginning use English for expressing his
thoughts. And ordinarily to express a thought we
require a sentence—a single word does not suffice*
There is another reason for insisting on sentence
practice from the outset. The pronunciation of a word

